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WDMC Riichi Mahjong Cheat Sheet   

4 Player, Version 1.5 

Suit Tiles 

Pin  

Sou  

Man  

                  1                 2               3               4                5                6               7                8               9 

1s and 9s are Terminals. 2-8 are Simples. 

Pin The Dots! 

Sou The Bamboo! 

That Man is quite a Character! 
 

Honor Tiles 

Wind Tiles and seating order 

 

East       South        West       North 

Eat 

Soup 

With 

Nuns 
Everything in the game (Seating order, turns etc.) go counter-

clockwise, except  for the Wall. Tiles are drawn from the wall 

clockwise. 
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Dragon Tiles 

 

Green        Red       White 

Recognizing Tiles. 

 

1 Man 
Has only 1 line. 

 

2 Man 
Has 2 Lines. 

 

3 Man 
Has 3 lines. 

 

4 Man 
Is a 4 sided 

rectangular 

 

5 Man 
Is the most complex 

looking character. 

 

6 Man 
Looks like a 

person. 

 

7 Man 
Looks like a “t” or 

an “X”. 

 

8 Man 
2 Simple brush 

strokes. 

 

9 Man 
Has a hooky/ Swoosh thing on the end of it. 

 

1 Sou 
The 1 Sou will usually be a bird of some type. Some more exotic or 

custom sets might use a different image altogether. 

 

8 Sou 
Looks like a “W” above an “M” made of 

Bamboo. 

 

East 
The most important wind. It is the 

most symmetrical looking character. 

 

South 
Most of the lines are on the 

South part of the character. 

 

West 
Looks like the 

letter “W”. 

 

North 
Looks like the letter 

“N”. 

The characters of the Wind and Man tiles might look a little different between sets. 
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Point Sticks 
   Each player starts 

the game with 

30,000 points. These 

are the point sticks 

with their point 

value and how many 

sticks each player 

gets. 

 
Some sets might have 500 point sticks. These look like 100 point sticks, but of an 

oppositte color or has bars on the sides. Some sets might have this configuration 

done differently. One Alternate point stick configuration is… 

1 – 10,000   3 – 5,000   4 – 1,000   1 – 500   5 – 100   

Determining Player Order 
 One of the four players takes one of each wind tile and shuffles them face-

down. The other three players draw a tile first to detemine where they will sit. The 

player who shuffled the tiles always draws last. 

 Players sit counter-clockwise in the wind order. 
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Setting up The Wall 
 If you’re not using the auto table, each player shuffles the tiles and builds a 

wall that is 17 tiles wide by 2 tiles high. 

 The East player, who is also the Dealer, rolls two dice to determine where the 

wall will be split. 

 5, 9: East 

 2, 6, 10: South 

 3, 7, 11: West 

 4, 8, 12: North 

 Players will start drawing left of the split. 14 tiles right of the split is 

the Dead Wall. 

 
 Take the top 3rd tile from the left of the dead wall and flip it face up. 

This is the Dora Indicator. Take the top left tile and place it down next to 

the bottom left tile to prevent the wall from being knocked over. 

Each player (starting East) draws 4 tiles from the wall and repeat this 

three times. The dealer then draws the top tile and the top 3rd tile from the 

wall. Each player then draws one tile from the wall. The East player will 

have a starting hand of 14 tiles and the other three players will have a 

starting hand of 13 tiles. The Dealer already drew their first tile for their 

first turn. 

When using the Auto Table, make sure the table is set to “03” for a 4 

player game. 
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Things You Can Do During The Game 
1. Draw a tile and discard a tile when it’s your turn. 

2. Call Pon from any player’s discard. 

3. Call Chi from the discard of the player to your left when it’s your 

turn. 

4. Call Kan from any player’s discard followed by drawing a tile from 

the dead wall. 

5. Gain a Kan from drawing the 4th tile and adding it to your open Pon 

followed by drawing a tile from the dead wall when it’s your turn. 

6. Gain a closed Kan from a tile you drew followed by drawing a tile 

from the dead wall when it’s your turn. 

 

Three Types of Calls 
Pon: A called set of three of the same tile. 

Chi: A called sequence of three tiles. 

Kan: A Quad. 

 

 

When calling 

a meld, turn 

one of the tiles 

sideways to 

show which 

player you 

called the tile 

from. 
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Three different ways to call a Kan 

   
Having an open Pon 

and drawing the 4th  

tile. 

Having a set of three in 

your hand and calling 

Kan when an opponent 

discards a 4th copy of 

that tile. 

Having a set of three in 

your hand and drawing 

the 4th tile. Even though 

this is visible, it is still 

considered closed and 

part of your hand. 

 

 After you call a kan, there are two more things you need to do... 

 
1. Draw the tile left of the Dora Indicator in the Dead Wall and add it to 

your hand. 

2. Flip Over the next Dora Indicator right of the current Face-Up 

Indicator. Discard a tile afterwards. 
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When you are one tile away from a winning hand, you are IN TENPAI. 

When you are in Tenpai, you can go out in one of two ways… 

Tsumo: When you draw your winning tile from the Wall. 

Ron: When you gain your winning tile from ANY opponent’s discard. 

Furiten 
If you are in Tenpai and at least one of your waits is a tile in your 

discard, then you are in Furiten. This means that you cannot call Ron for 

your winning tile. You must draw it. Even if you have multiple waits and 

at least one of your discards is one of your waits, you cannot call Ron if a 

player discards one of your waits that isn’t in your discard. Either you’ll 

have to change your wait, or draw your winning tile. 

Declaring Riichi 
 If your hand is fully closed and you are in Tenpai, you may declare 

Riichi. If you do this, place your discard sideways in your discard area, 

place a 1,000 point stick in front of your discards and say “Riichi” or 

“Reach!”. Declaring Riichi counts as a Yaku, even if your hand doesn’t 

have anything else in it. If you declare Riichi and don’t draw your winning 

tile on upcoming turns, you must discard what you drew until you either 

go out on a Tsumo or a Ron. 
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 If you declare Riichi and win the hand, in addition to the dora 

indicators on the table, you also get the Dora indicators on the tiles under 

the Dora indicator(s). These are known as “Ura Dora”. 

Yaku 

 In order to have a winning hand, you can’t just have four melds and a 

pair. There must be at least one win contition to the hand. These win 

conditions are also known as Yaku. These are listed below. 

(RED TEXT IS FOR CLOSED HANDS ONLY) 

Situational Yaku 
TSUMO: Drawing your winning tile 1 HAN 

RIICHI: Betting 1,000 points that you’ll win your hand when you’re in Tenpai. If you win the hand, you will 

also receive Ura Dora indicators. 1 HAN 

IPPATSU: Winning within one turn of declaring Riichi. No calls can be made within that turn. 1 HAN 

DABURU RIICHI: Declaring Riichi on your first turn. You can’t win this if a player calls a meld before your 

first turn. 2 HAN 

RINSHAN KAIHOU: Calling a quad and drawing your winning tile from the Dead Wall. 1 HAN 

HAITEI (RAOYUE): Calling a Tsumo on the last tile drawn. Can’t combine with Rinshan Kaihou. 1 HAN 

HOUTEI (RAOYUE): Call Ron on the player who discarded the last tile in the game. 1 HAN 

CHANKAN: Winning off an opponent’s drawn tile for a Quad while in Tenpai. The call must be made before 

they draw from the dead wall. 1 HAN 

Sequence Yaku 
IIPEIKOU: Two sequences of the same suit and sequence numbers. 1 HAN 

ITTSUU: 1-9 of the same suit. 1 HAN OPEN, 2 HAN CLOSED 

PINFU: All Sequences with no extra Fu (except fu earned for going out) and going out on a 2-sided wait. 1 

HAN 
RYANPEIKOU: Two Sequence Pairs. 3 HAN 

SANSHOKU: Three Suit Sequence. 1 HAN OPEN, 2 HAN CLOSED 

Set Yaku 
TOITOI: All sets. No Sequences. 2 HAN 

SAN’ANKOU: Three Closed Sets. No Sequences. Tsumo only when waiting for a winning tile on a set wait.  

2 HAN 

SANKANTSU: Three Quads.  2 HAN 

SANDOUKOU: Three sets of the same number in each of the 3 suits. 2 HAN 

SANRENKOU: Three Consecutive Sets. 2 HAN 
Terminal and Honor Yaku 

YAKUHAI: A set of Dragon tiles or a set of your seat and/ or round wind. 1 HAN for each honor set. 

CHANTA: All melds and the pair contain at least one terminal or honor tile. 1 HAN OPEN, 2 HAN CLOSED 

TAN’YAO: No Terminal or Honor tiles. 1 HAN 

HON’ITSU: Half-Flush. One suit and honor tiles. 2 OPEN, 3 HAN CLOSED 

JUNCHAN: All melds and the pair contain at least one terminal tile. No honors. 2 HAN OPEN, 3 HAN 

CLOSED 
HONROUTOU: Terminals AND honors only in all sets and the pair. 2 HAN 

SHOUSANGEN: 2 sets of Dragon tiles and a pair of the 3
rd

 Dragon. 2 HAN 

CHIN’ITSU: Full Flush. All tiles of one suit. 5 HAN OPEN, 6 HAN CLOSED 
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Misc. Yaku 
CHI-TOI: Seven Pairs. Fu is NOT rounded up, and no additional fu is added. 2 Han 25 fu 

NAGASHI MANGAN: Your discard is all terminals and honors and no one gets a winning hand. Mangan, 5 

HAN (Optional Yaku) 

Yakuman 
All Yakuman are automatically scored as if you won a Kazoe Yakuman. 

SUUANKOU: Four Closed Sets. 

SUUKANTSU: Four Quads. 

SUURENKOU: Four Consecutive Sets. (Optional Yakuman) 

DAISANGEN: Big Three Dragons One set of each of the three Dragons. 

SHOUSUUSHII: Little Four Winds: Three sets of winds, and the pair is the 4
th

 wind. 

DAISUUSHII: Big Four Winds: All four sets are winds. 

CHINROUTOU: All tiles are terminals. 

TSUUIISOU: All tiles are honor tiles or 7 pairs of honor tiles. 

RYUUIISOU: All Green: All tiles are 2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 Sou and Green Dragon tiles. 

CHUUREN POUTOU: Nine Gates: 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 9 9 of the same suit. The 14
th

 tile can be any number 

in the suit. 

KOKUSHI MUSO: Thirteen Orphans: One of each terminal and honor tile. The 14
th

 tile can be a 2
nd

 of any 

of the terminal or honor tiles. 

TENHOU: Hand of Heaven: You’re the dealer and win on your first draw immediately. Tsumo only. 

CHIHOU: Hand of Earth: You’re not the dealer and you win on your first draw. Can’t win this if an opponent 

calls Chi, Pon or Kan before your first turn. Tsumo only. 

RENHOU: Hand of Mankind: If you are not the dealer and you call Ron on a discard before your first turn. 

(Optional Yakuman) 

Each Dora is worth 1 Han. Dora tiles do not count as a Yaku. 

Scoring 

Calculating Fu 

- Every hand starts with 20 fu. 

- Pair Wait, Edge Wait, or Closed Wait: 2 fu 

- Your pair are Dragon tiles or your wind tile: 2 fu 

- Each meld that is NOT a sequence… 

 Simple Tile Set Terminal/ Honor Set 

Open Triplet 2 fu 4 fu 

Closed Triplet 4 fu 8 fu 

Open Quad 8 fu 16 fu 

Closed Quad 16 fu 32 fu 

- Winning on a Tsumo : +2 fu. 

- Winning on a closed Ron: +10 fu. 

Fu is rounded up to the nearest multiple of 10 
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2 Han 25fu 3 Han 25fu 4 Han 25fu 

Ron Dealer: 2,400 

Ron Non-Dealer: 1,600 

Tsumo Dealer: N/A 

Tsumo Non-Dealer: N/A 

Ron Dealer: 4,800 

Ron Non-Dealer: 3,200 

Tsumo Dealer: 1,600 all 

Tsumo Non-Dealer: 800/ 1,600 

Ron Dealer: 9,600 

Ron Non-Dealer: 6,400 

Tsumo Dealer: 3,200 all 

Tsumo Non-Dealer: 1,600/ 3,200 
 

Ron: Dealer Ron: Non-Dealer 

 80 fu 90 fu 100 fu 110 fu 80 fu 90 fu 100 fu 110 fu 

1 Han 3,900 4,400 4,800 5,300 2,600 2,900 3,200 3,600 

2 Han 7,700 8,700 9,600 10,600 5,200 5,800 6,400 7,100 
 

Tsumo: Dealer (From all Opponents) Tsumo: Non-Dealer 

 80 fu 90 fu 100 fu 110 fu 80 fu 90 fu 100 fu 110 fu 

1 Han 1,300 1,500 1,600 1,800 700/ 1,300 800/ 1,500 800/ 1,600 900/ 1,800 

2 Han 2,600 2,900 3,200 3,600 1,300/ 2,600 1,500/ 2,900 1,600/ 3,200 1,800/ 3,600 
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Tenpai Payments 
 When no player wins any hand(s) and all tiles from the live wall are drawn, the hand ends in a 

draw. Players who are in Tenpai reveal their hand. Players who are not in Tenpai put their hand face-

down and say “No Ten”, followed by making a Tenpai payment to the players who are in Tenpai. 

- When 1 player is in Tenpai and 3 players are not, each player not in Tenpai pay 1,000 points to 

the player in Tenpai. 

- When 2 players are in Tenpai and 2 players are not, each player not in Tenpai pay 1,500 points 

to one of the players in Tenpai. 

- When 3 players are in Tenpai and 1 player is not, the player not in Tenpai pays 1,000 points to 

each player in Tenpai. 

Null Hands 
 When a certain condition is met, a hand can immediately become null and a new hand will begin. 

The round, hand, seat positions and bonus round (if applicable) will remain unchanged in the new hand 

after the null hand. The following conditions can cause a null hand. 

- When all four players discard the exact same wind tile on the first discard. 

- When a 5
th

 Kan is called. 

- When a player has 9 different terminal and honor tiles in their hand. However, a player can 

decide to keep their tiles and go for the yaku Kokushi Muso (Thirteen Orphans) 

Bonus Hands 
When a hand ends in a draw and the Dealer is in Tenpai, or when the dealer wins a hand, 

the game goes into a bonus hand. This is marked by the dealer placing a 100 point stick on their 

front right corner of the table. If this happens again, then another bonus round happens and 

another 100 point stick is placed on the table etc. 

For each point stick on the table during a bonus hand, the value of the winning hand is 

increased by 300 points. 

Chonbo Payments 
 Whenever a player commits Chonbo and has to pay a point penalty for either knocking the wall 

over, calling a hand they shouldn’t of called etc, that player must pay 4,000 points to the dealer and 2,000 

points to the non-dealer players. If the player making the Chonbo payment is the dealer, then he or she 

must pay 4,000 points to each player. 

Basic Terms 
Chi: A called sequence of three tiles. 

Chonbo: A point penalty you pay when you win a hand that has no Yaku, or knock over tiles 

etc. 

Dead Wall: This is where the Dora and Ura Dora indicators are drawn in addition to extra tiles 

drawn when a player calls a Kan. 

Dora: Special tiles that add to your score at the end of the game. 

Fu: Mini points you can win in the game for certain conditions. 
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Furiten: When your winning tile is a tile you have already discarded. The only way you can 

win with that tile is if you draw it. If you have an open wait and one of your two waits are 

discarded, you are in Furiten, even if someone discards the other tile you didn’t discard. 

Han: The main points you win in the game from your hand. 

Honor Tiles: Tiles that are either Wind or Dragon tiles. 

Kan: A called quad of four of the same tile. 

Live Wall: The wall where players draw tiles from. 

Meld: A thing of 3or 4 tiles. Can refer to either a triplet, a sequence of three tiles or a quad. 

Pin: Circle suit tiles. 

Pon: A called set of three of the same tile. 

Quad: A set of four of the same tile. 

Riichi: A Yaku that involves using a 1,000 point stick betting that you’ll win the current hand. 

If you do win the hand, it will add more possible Dora and and 1 Han to your score. 

Ron: When you are in Tenpai and win off an opponent’s discard. 

Sequence: A meld of 3 tiles that are numerical tiles of the same suit. 8-9-1 and 9-1-2 are invalid 

sequences. 

Set: A meld of three or four tiles that are the same tile. 

Sou: Bamboo suit tiles. 

Suit Tiles: Tiles that are numbered 1-9 and belong to one of the three suits. 

Tenpai: When you are one tile away from winning. 

Triplet: A set of three of the same tile. 

Tsumo: When you are in Tenpai and draw your winning tile from the wall. 

Wan: Character suit tiles. Also sometimes called Man. 

Yaku: A type of  hand or other condition that is required to score a winning hand. Every 

winning hand must have at least one Yaku. 

 
This reference sheet was created by Justin Dilgard. For non-profit 

purposes only. 


